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Introduction 

It’s no secret that the blue-collar workforce is rapidly changing. By the end of 2021, over 402,000 construction 
positions remained unfilled , the second-highest level recorded since data collection began in December, 2000. 1

A myriad of factors serve as contributors to this, many associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020, 
pandemic-accelerated retirements yielded a departure of an estimated 3.2 million workers from the “baby-
boomer” generation, leaving the blue-collar workforce permanently. Further, trade-oriented training programs, 
initially suspended at the start of the pandemic and slow to restart, have resulted in a lagging entrance of 
younger individuals into the blue-collar workforce. Another notable contributor is a reduction in immigration 
rates, seeing a steady decline in net migration from 1.06 million to 244,000 between 2016 and 2021 . 2

Driven by the reduction in labor availability as well as external economic factors such as inflation, construction 
wages have grown by over 8% over the past two years . This places employers in a challenging predicament 3

moving forward: greater difficulty sourcing labor and filling vacant positions, compounded with progressively 
heightened wages and cost of employment. So— where do we go from here? 

 https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/operations/our-insights/bridging-the-labor-mismatch-in-us-construction1

 Included both nonresidential and residential construction openings. Further granularity is not available from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics.2

 Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, US Bureau of Labor Statistics.3
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Importance of Labor Optimization 

To make matters worse, tight labor market conditions are historically correlated with steep productivity declines. 
A McKinsey study of energy-sector construction projects identified 43%-71% overall productivity reductions in 
periods of high labor demand (see: Figure A), inversely correcting in periods of lowered labor demand. In response 
to these productivity reductions, owners were often forced to extend project timelines by as much as 20-25%. 

When we consider that now more than ever, 1) labor is considerably less available, 2) labor is increasingly 
expensive, and 3) labor is inherently less productive in the current market conditions, it is apparent that the 
need for maximization of operational labor is higher than ever. Industries reliant on blue-collar labor must start 
to employ new approaches to protect their bottom line through changing labor market conditions that— 
unfortunately— may feature a degree of permanence.  
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Quantification as a “Best Practice” 

All major industries thrive on quantitative operational diagnostics and KPIs. Technology is a key enabler of this, 
allowing various means of actively and passively assessing adherence to quantitative goals and targets. However, 
industries such as construction, known to lag behind neighboring industries when it comes to technology, see a 
downstream impact of lower operational quantification.  

Consider manufacturing as a counterexample. Modern manufacturing heavily relies on high-granularity 
operational quantification— every step in the production process is precisely monitored, studied, and assessed for 
efficiency— perhaps a driver of the fact that manufacturing productivity has nearly doubled since 1994, while 
construction productivity has remained static (see: Figure B) . While construction productivity outcomes are 4

arguably less controllable than manufacturing (confounded by complicated material delivery schedules, design 
changes, climate factors, etc.), a compelling argument is still able to be made that construction companies can 
benefit from a similar degree of microscopic operational efficiency analysis when it comes to labor-driven 
activities, especially in the current labor market conditions.  

Assuming a pursuit of greater labor activity quantification and optimization is agreeable, where does one start? 
Often times, when terms such as “productivity” and “efficiency” are tossed around, it is done so with too great of 
a degree of nebulousness to drive long-term tangible impact. What follows is a conceptual framework for 
identifying and addressing common inefficiency contributors in the labor force, formulated from our 
comprehensive experience studying large-scale workforce activity and operational behavior. By no means an 
empirical “rulebook”, but at the very least, a hard-hitting starting point. 

 https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/operations/our-insights/the-construction-productivity-imperative4
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Category 1: Chronology (Timekeeping and Man Hours) 

At the lowest level of labor optimization, it is prudent to ensure that A) labor hours are precisely tracked and 
monitored, and B) shift schedules align as closely as possible with work schedules. 

A) Precise Labor Hour Tracking 

Poorly managed or non-digital timekeeping on site can result in as high as 8% in excess labor expenses . 5

Without ample digital solutions in place, inaccurate clock-in and clock-out times offer nearly no disputing record, 
placing the employer in an effectively impracticable situation to ensure timesheet accuracy and minimized labor 
expenses. 

In addition to ensuring timekeeping accuracy, important operational benefits come with closely monitoring on-
site headcounts and daily man hours. Given the direct connection between man hours and productive output in 
blue-collar reliant industries, it is highly important that subcontractors are routinely meeting the expected 
headcounts and man hour requirements for construction activities to continue to adhere to the project 
schedule. A delay in the delivery of this information to project management personnel can lead to critical delays 
and missed targets. By closely monitoring daily labor statistics and man hour quantities, construction 
management teams benefit from a “first line of defense” against productivity declines. 

B) Working Hours: Monitoring and Maximization 

Another key component of this analysis category is the concept of work start and work end delay. As an 
employer, your labor expenses begin when a worker sets foot on the job site, and end when they leave. However, 
it’s obviously impossible for productive activities to begin the moment a worker enters the job site— especially on 
large-scale operations. 

Management personnel are not naive to this; we simply suggest that reliance on a delay “estimate” is too 
imprecise to account for the operational volatility of a construction project. Take for instance a theoretical 
working schedule (see: Figure C), factoring in estimated work start and work end delay. In this example, the 
project team established a 6:30 AM - 3:30 PM working schedule, factoring in a 15-minute day-start safety stand-
up meeting, 15-minutes of day-start travel time, a 60-minute lunch, and 30 minutes of day-end cooldown and 
travel time. Based on their assumptions, a nine-hour workday should contain seven hours of productive work. 

On Day 1, we see reasonably close adherence to the project team’s assumptions. Travel time on either end of the 
lunch break is marginally longer than anticipated, but overall we observe a mere 1% reduction in working hours 
due to an extended post-lunch working period. However, by Day 90, we observe a significant divergence in 

 https://www.business2community.com/human-resources/payroll-errors-cost-money-fix-019063055
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working hours. This is due to job progression to workfronts further from the stand-up and break areas, resulting in 
heightened travel time across the full shift, and as shown, a 12% reduction in production output. 
 
Without close monitoring of precise daily work hours, the slippage in production output would likely serve as a 
mystery to the management team. With the countless moving pieces found in a typical construction operation, it 
can be extremely challenging for management personnel to pin down the exact causation of unexpected 
production results. The more data we have, covering more specific pieces of the broader operation, provides 
project teams with the best chance at positive production outcomes— ensuring that operational divergences 
are detected within minutes, and not months. 
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Category 2: Behavior (Activity Patterns and Workforce Behavior) 

After establishing a quantitative understanding of working vs. non-working hours on site, it’s imperative to dive 
deeper— further categorizing the activities that comprise working hours. The practice of operational zone 
analysis establishes the layer of data necessary for this assessment.  

Operational zone analysis leverages passive whereabouts monitoring solutions with geospatially-referenced job 
site areas. These areas include pre-defined workfronts, staging areas, material laydown areas, break areas, 
restricted access areas, and more. Through passive data capture, we arrive at a detailed composition of every 
individual’s working behavior: at a high level, daily workforce traffic distribution across operational zones, and at 
the lowest level, a passively collected, minute-by-minute breakdown of each worker’s operational workflow and 
associated man hours. 

While this type of data may seem too voluminous or simply too granular to be realistically actionable for a project 
team, it’s important to consider the role of high-volume, high-quality passive data sets in A) real-time 
operational awareness, as well as B) managerial automation (trigger-based workflows, notification systems, 
report generation, etc.). 

A) Real-Time Operational Awareness 

On any given day, it’s highly unlikely that a project management team does not know where their various crews 
and subcontractors should be operating on the job site. Adherence to this expectation, however, is not always 
guaranteed. At some scales of operation, adherence assurance may be as simple as a 5-10 minute site walk. For 
larger projects, however, operational plan adherence supervision is much more cumbersome, and in many cases, 
impossible without the assistance of technology.  

Through the combination of a geospatially-referenced job site and passive workforce whereabouts monitoring, 
meticulous operational adherence assurance becomes an effortless reality on even the largest of projects. 
Project management personnel are able to remotely monitor crew composition and man hours in critical-path 
operational zones, whether they’re one hundred feet away, or five miles away (see: Figure D). 

B) Managerial Automation 

A multitude of digital services exist to augment the supervisory “reach” of management personnel without 
bogging them down with high-volume data sets.  

IFTTT (If This, Then This) is a powerful no-code platform supporting custom trigger-based workflows, integrating 
with a variety of services. These services range from simple Email and SMS notifications, to more comprehensive 
integrations with platforms such as Airtable, Amazon Alexa, August Smart Locks, Dropbox, Google Sheets, Nest, 
Ring, and more (see: Figure E). 
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Twilio is a low-code/no-code tool that allows users to build logical SMS-based workflows for interactive 
notification systems. Connect interactive notification triggers to specific operational zones as needed to 
constantly stay on top of job site operations (see: Figure F). 
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Worker Alpha - Access Violation: Area BravoTRIGGER

To: Site Supervisor

Body: Worker Alpha has entered restricted
area: Area A. Would you like to be
connected on a phone call?

SMS

SMS Reply Received?LOGIC

TRUE FALSE

ENDReply Body Contains “Yes”LOGIC

TRUE FALSE

ENDMerge Call: Site Supervisor, Worker AlphaCALL

END

Figure F

https://www.twilio.com/


In summary, there’s significant value to be obtained from geospatially-referenced operational layouts and passive 
whereabouts monitoring solutions. Real-time awareness is just the tip of the iceberg; a more comprehensive site-
wide picture aggregated on a daily or weekly basis offers even more impact, and greater diagnostic ability in 
terms of ensuring operational plan compliance and schedule adherence. 
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Category 3: Design (Efficiency and Operational Design) 

On average, construction labor spends 35% of their time on non-productive activities . In this third category of 6

our operational analysis framework, we reach the highest tier of labor optimization. This category is primarily 
concerned with process-level modification— less focused on crew-level and individual-level activity and behavior, 
and instead a more holistic assessment with the intent of ensuring the operation itself is designed to promote 
maximum output from the workforce.  

For this approach, we combine the data layers from our previous analysis categories to conduct a more 
traditional “time and motion” study of day-to-day workforce activity— analyzing productive time, non-productive 
time, and travel time in a lens of process improvement.  
 
In a more advanced analysis of the data provided by geospatially-referenced operational layouts and passive 
whereabouts monitoring solutions, we are able to easily identify the required travel time between various 
operational zones and workfronts, as well as the operational zones and workfronts that result in the highest 
amounts of travel time. Additionally, this enables us to identify time-consuming, repetitive activities, often 
times involving the retrieval of tools or materials from locations measurable distances from the active workfront. 

 https://www.usglassmag.com/2018/08/report-time-spent-on-non-optimal-activities-costs-the-construction-industry-billions-annually/6
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Concept: Optimization Pyramid 

As we proceed through the categories of our suggested analysis framework, we observe upward trends in: 

‣ Distance from worker-level data sets (higher-level categories rely increasingly on aggregated data from 
lower layers) 

‣ Complexity of analysis (higher-level categories require greater processing, automation, or hands-on 
analysis) 

‣ Bottom-line impact (higher-level categories offer broader-spanning labor optimization impact) 

This reasoning contributes to the Optimization Pyramid concept (see: Figure G), an inverted pyramid that 
suggests increasing levels of bottom line improvement associated with broader levels of operational change. For 
example, Chronology, the lowest level of the pyramid, offers the most localized improvements to man hour 
maximization. Operational realizations in the Chronology category occur quickly and can be addressed swiftly, 
but have a lower ceiling in terms of grand-scheme labor optimization. 

Higher levels, however, can require more cumbersome analyses that are more detailed and time consuming, but 
can yield much more significant long-term improvements to labor optimization. 

 

While one may naturally think, “why not simply focus on the highest level of analysis?”, it’s important to realize 
that each higher level of the pyramid necessitates the level below it as a diagnostic mechanism and data source. 
For example, we can’t go directly to Design-related improvements without a more granular, lower-level analysis 
of workforce chronology and behavior. Lower-tier changes are quicker, but more localized. Higher-tier changes 
take longer, but offer broader-reaching, and more significant impact. Combined, we arrive at a powerful 
framework enabling us to maximize labor efficacy in a complicated labor market. 
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Concept: 5-5-5 Rule 

Based on our extensive experience studying large-scale workforce activity and operational behavior, combined 
with industry-wide statistics quantifying non-productive on-site activity and other operational inefficiencies, we 
conceptualized the “5-5-5 Rule” as a labor optimization baseline target— theorizing that the opportunity for 5% 
improvement exists in each of the three optimization pyramid categories, yielding a net optimization 
opportunity of 15%. This starts with 5% improvement to Chronology, followed by 5% improvement to Behavior, 
and finally 5% improvement to Design. 

As opposed to targeting a general 15% efficiency improvement, compartmentalizing the improvement goals into 
tangible categories with tangible temporal goals (ie. ~15-17 minutes recovered per day) leads to a clearer path 
towards labor optimization. 

While the opportunity for 5% improvement per category is the specified objective, fully reaching that goal may be 
realistically unattainable in certain cases. However, considering the enormous budgetary impact of a 15% overall 
improvement to labor efficiency, even significantly undershooting this target is fruitful for an employer. 
Optimization even at a mere 50% of target yields 7.5% overall improvement— still a massive contributor to 
bottom line (see: Figure H). 
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Optimization Target Achieved (%) 100% 75% 50% 25%

Category 1: Chronology 5% 3.75% 2.5% 1.25%

Category 2: Behavior 5% 3.75% 2.5% 1.25%

Category 3: Design 5% 3.75% 2.5% 1.25%

Net Optimization 15% 11.25% 2.5% 3.75%

Figure H



Conclusion 

In today’s labor market conditions, one cannot understate the importance of ensuring every hour of labor 
contributes as much to the production effort as it possibly can. To ensure operational success in the mid-term, we 
must assume that 1) labor will not get cheaper, and 2) labor will not get easier to procure. It is our thesis that this 
apex of workforce output efficiency, and the solution to these challenging market conditions, can only be reached 
through high-volume, high-quality data collection, paired with carefully structured analysis frameworks. 

At WorkerSense®, we’re committed to providing our clients with best-in-industry workforce technology and 
consulting solutions, driving ROI growth through labor efficiency and optimization at all scales.  

A more efficient job site starts with WorkerSense® real-time information. Contact us to learn more: 

inquiries@workersense.com  +1 (562) 254-0160       www.workersense.com 
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